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This Final Year Project is about Visual Mouse (Color tracking). This project will
demonstrates how a webcam could be used to track objects in front of it and track
hand movements to drawon the computer. It is applicable for paperpresentations and
lectures. This project will deal with algorithm and tools in MATLAB software as its
medium. The basic principle of this project would be distinguishing color and use its
properties to move a cursor in MATLAB and draw as well.
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Table 1: Glove minimum and maximum gray levels according to RGB components.
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This project involves the development of asystem that captures movement by matching
certain objects and colors through awebcam and analyzes using MATLAB software, The
system will capture live images and track object movements and will output by moving a
cursor on the computer.
This project consists of software development for tracking purposes and producmg a
drawing which includes erasing, dragging and zooming function,
1.2. Problem statement
Develop asystem that track an object with aspecific color range and produce adrawing
from the movement of the object.
The application of the project will help to enhance the value of presentation through web
camera. Often lecturers face difficulties to control lecture slides while on the center stage
and trying to write formulas or draw diagrams using the computer.
To solve these shortcomings, the implementation of object tracking using a web camera
is beneficial. The application utilizes image processing techniques to have a web-camera
placed at a specific location and tracks specific objects or hand movement to control a
cursor.
1.3. Objective and Scope of Study
The primary objective ofthis project isto enhance the utility ofthe existence web camera
for object tracking as well Hence, the project targets are as follows:
• tobeable to generate a MATLAB program that performs object tracking
» toproduce a working model ofthe of the project
The input ofthe system generated will be the live visual image from any web camera that
is connected to a computer which will run the MATLAB program. This program will
consist ofa few stages to identify, process, compare, filter and track the image or object.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW AND THEORY
2.1 Segmentation
In computer vision, segmentation refers to the process ofpartitioning a digital image into
multiple regions (sets ofpixels). The goal ofsegmentation is to simplify and change the
representation ofan image into something tot is more meaningful and easier to analyze.
[1] Image segmentation is typically used to locate objects and boundaries (lines, curves,
etc.) in images.
The result of image segmentation is a set of regions that collectively cover the entire
image, or a set of contours extracted from the image (see edge detection). Each ofthe
pixels in a region are similar with respect to some characteristic or computed property,
such as color, intensity, or texture. Adjacent regions are significantly different with
respect to thesame characteristic(s).[l]
Some of the practical applications of image segmentation are:
• Medical Imaging
• Locate objects in satellite images (roads, forests, etc.)
« Face recognition systems
• Automatic traffic controlling systems
• Machine vision
Several general-purpose algorithms and techniques have been developed for image
segmentation. Since there is no general solution to the image segmentation problem,
these techniques often have to be combined with other techniques in order to effectively
solve an imagesegmentation problem.
2.2 RGB color model
Figure 1:A representation of additive color mixing
In CRT based (analog electronics) television three color electron guns are used to
stimulate such an arrangement of phosphorescent coatings of the glass, the resultant
reemission of photons providing the image seenby the eye.
Figure 2: The RGB color model mapped toa cube (with Gut-away shown)
The RGB color model or RBG color standard (often spelled RBG in historical
engineering literature) is an additive model in which red, green, and blue (often used in
additive light models) are combined invarious ways to reproduce other colors. The name
of the model and the abbreviation 'RGB' come from the three fundamental colors, red,
green, and blue and the discovery ofcathode ray tubes which could display color instead
of a monochrome phosphoresence (including grey scaling) such as black and white film
and television imaging.
RGBA is also used, to mean Red, Green, Blue, and Alpha. It is not a different color
model, buta different representation where Alpha is used fortransparency.
However, do not confuse the colors with the primary pigments which are red, blue and
yellow also known as primary colors in the art world, The latter depends on reflection
and absorption ofphoton while the former, RGB, depends on photon emission produced
from compound excitation byimpact with an electron beam.
The RGB color model itself does not define what is meant by 'red', 'green' and 'blue'
and so the results ofmixing them are not specified as exact.
When the exact spectral make-up of the red, green and blue primaries are defined, the
color model would thenbecome what is known in science and engineering as an absolute
colorspace, suchas sRGBor Adobe RGB.
2.2.1 Biological relevance of primary colors
The choice of 'primary' colors was derived from human anatomy of the eye because they
are stimuli thatmaximised the difference between the physiological responses of the cone
cells of the human retina to light falling within the small part of the electromagnetic
continuum which is capable of stimulating these cells, and hence is what we call visible.
Spectroscopically, Red and Blue are located atopposite ends ofthe visible light spectrum
—usually measured as anelectomagnetic wave, inorby frequencies (hertz orcycles per
second), or wavelength's (usually measured in a sub-multiple of the metre, as in the
nanometer — abbreviated as nm as is cited below.)
The normal three kinds of light-sensitive photoreceptor cells in the human eye (cone
cells) respond most to yellowish-green (long wavelength or L), bluish-green (medium or
M) andbluish-violet (short or S) liglit (peak wavelengths of 564 nm, 534 nmand420nm
respectively). The difference inthe signals received from thethree kinds allows the brain
to differentiate a wide gamut of different colors, while being most sensitive (overall) to
greenlightand to differences between shades of green.
Asanexample, suppose that light in theyellow range of wavelengths (approximately 577
nm to 597 nm) enters the eye and strikes the retina. Light of these wavelengths would
activate both the medium and long wavelength cones of the retina, butnot equally - the
long-wavelength cells will respond more (fire more frequently).
The difference in the response can be detected by the brain and associated with the
concept that the light is 'yellow'. In this sense, the yellow appearance ofobjects is simply
the result of yellow light from the object entering our eye and stimulating the relevant
kinds ofcones simultaneously but to different degrees.
To generate optimal color ranges for species other than humans, other primary colors
would have to be used. For species with four different color receptors, such as many
birds, one would use four primary colors; for species with just two kinds of receptors,
such as most mammals, one would use two primaries.
Even for humans, use of the three 'primary' colors is not the most efficient. In theory,
three kinds of emitters that matched the response curves of the cones should produce
results closer to 'real life' with less wasted energy.
2.2.2 RGB and displays
One common application of the RGB color model is the display of colors on a cathode
ray tube, liquid crystal display or plasma display, such as a television or a computer's
monitor. Each pixel on the screen can be denoted in the computer or interface hardware
(for example, a 'graphics card') as values for red, green and blue. These values are
converted into intensities which are then used for display.
By usmg an appropriate combination of red, green and blue intensities, many colors can
be represented. Typical display adapters in 2007 used up to 24 bits of information for
each pixel. This is usually apportioned with 8bits each for red, green and blue, giving a
range of 256 possible values, or intensities, for each hue. With this system, 16,777,216
(256 or 224) discrete combinations of hue and intensity can be specified. It is claimed
that the human eye can distinguish as many as 10 million discrete hues (this number
varies from person to person depending upon the condition of the eye and the age of the
person). However, at the resolution of current screens and at astandard viewing distance
people cannot distinguish more than a fewhundred hues.
2.2.2.1 Video electronics
Figure 3: RGB pixels in an LCD TV (on the right -an orange and ablue color, on the left
-a close up of pixels)
RGB is a type ofcomponent video signal used in the video electronics industry is carried
on three separate cables/pins. Extra cables are sometimes needed to carry synchronizing
signals. RGB signal formats are often based on modified versions ofthe RS-170 and RS=
343 standards for monochrome video. This type of video signal is widely used in Europe
since it is the best quality signal that can be carried on the standard SCART connector.
Outside Europe, RGB is not very popular as a video signal format - S-Video takes that
spot in most non-European regions. However, almost all computer monitors around the
world use RGB.
2.2.2.2 Non-linearity
The intensity of the color output on computer display devices is normally not directly
proportional to the R, Gand Bvalues. That Is, even though avalue of0.5 Is very close to
halfway between 0 and 1.0 (full intensity), the light intensity of a computer display
device when displaying (0.5,0.5,0.5) is normally (on astandard 2.5 gamma CRT / LCD)
only 18% ofthat when displaying (1.0,1.0,1.0), instead ofat 50%.
2.2.2.3 Professional color calibration
Proper reproduction of colors in professional environments requires extensive color
calibration ofall the devices involved in the production process. This results In several
transparent conversions between device-dependent color spaces during a typical
production cycle in order to ensure color consistency throughout the process. Along with
the creative processing, ail such interventions on digital images mherently damage it by
reducing its gamut. Therefore the denser the gamut of the original digitized image, the
more processing it can support without visible degradation. Professional devices and
software tools allow for 48 bpp (bits per pixel) images to be manipulated (16 bits per
channel) inorder to increase thedensity ofthegamut.
2.2.3 Representations
2.2.3.1 Numeric representations
A Golor in the RGB color model can be described by indicatinghow much of each of the
red, green and blue color is included. Each can vary between the minimum (no color) and
maximum (full intensity)- If all the colors are at minimum the result is black. If all the
colors at maximum, the result is white. A confusing aspect of the RGB color model is
that these colorsmay be writtenin severaldifferentways.
* Color science talks about colors in the range 0,0 (minimum) to L0 (maximum),
Most color formulae take these values. For instance, full intensity red is 1.0, 0.0,
0.0.
The color values may be written as percentages, from 0% (minimum) to 100%
(maximum). To convert from the range 0.0 to 1.0, see percentage. Full intensity
redisl00%,0%,0%.
The color values may be written as numbers in the range 0 to 255, simply by
multiplying the range 0.0 to 1.0 by 255. This is commonly found in computer
science, where programmers have found it convenient to store each color value in
one 8-bit byte. This convention has become so widespread that many writers now
consider the range 0 to 255 authoritative and do not give a context for their
values. Full intensity red is 255,0,0.
The same range, 0 to 255, is sometimes written in hexadecimal, sometimes with a
prefix (e.g. #). Because hexadecimal numbers in this range can be written with a
fixed two digit format, the full intensity red #ff, #00, #00 might be contracted to
#fR)000.
2.2.3.2 24-bit representation
When written, RGB values in 24 bits per pixel (bPP), also known as Tricolor, «
commonly specified using three integers between 0and 255, each representing red, green
and blue intensities, in that order. For example:
« (0. 0- 0; is black




fed ^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^B ^o 0.265)
» (0, 0- 2551 is blue (255,0-0)
« (255, 255.0) is yellow
» (0. 255. 255) is cyan
a (255, 0.255) is magenta
red magenta
(255,0,0) (255,0,255)
The above definition uses aconvention known asfull-range RGB. This convention is so
often used that some people have come to view it as universal. This can be confusing
because color values are also often considered to be in the range 0.0 through 1.0, rather
than 0to 255 (the latter range is used when colors are encoded in eight bits, which
encoding permits 256 different values (sometimes written using two hexadecimal
characters)). If in doubt, it is best to describe the range over which acolor is specified.
Full-range ROB can represent up to two hundred and fifty-five shades of agiven hue.
(Only pure reds, greens, blues or greys have this full range of shades.)
Typically RGB for digital video is not full range. Instead, video RGB uses aconvention
with scaling and offsets such that (16,16,16) is black, (235,235,235) is white, etc. For




The project Starts with research and studies conducted based on journals, white papers
books and articles. The familiarization of the MATLAB software is done systematically
in order to have ease in generating the program for the system.
The project algorithm is initiated once the theories from the literature review conducted
earlier are understood. The development of the MATLAB programs requires study on
ideas and generating the program involves supervision. This stage consumes time as it is
an ongoing process of trial and troubleshooting in order to choose and obtain the best
method for the project. Once the desired results are achieved, a comparison of the
tracking mode will be implemented. It is then finalized and further enhancement is
implemented.
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In this chapter, the results and findings on each tracking method applied in this project
will be discussed.
5.1 Masking
The reference image used for the project isas in Figure 6below which isablue-gfeen
glove.
Figure 6: Blue-Green glove
The next step is to find the base color ofthe glove and use it to omit the background and
puta tracking marker ontheglove. The nearest color was of four colors: Azure, Cerulean
Blue, CobaltBlue and Denim [3] as referred to.
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Using the 'pixval' function in MATLAB, the value ofeach color components was found.
Original Image R-plane
G-plane B-plane
Figure 7:Reference image break into RGB components







Table 1: Glove minimum and maximum gray levels according to RGB components
5.2 Result of masking
Figure 8: The produced mask
The produced mask will then be pre-processed to prodtsce amarker,




Figure 9: Initial image captured
Initial image is captured before running image processing using MATLAB and stored
under a label.
2. Specify color of interest:
Figure 10: Bluecolorplane
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As the color ofinterest is the color ofthe glove, the blue color plane is selected where the
brightest is the maximum intensity ofblue in the corresponding color plane.
3. Black and White conversion:
Figure 11: Black and White converted image
The image is then converted to black and white which is equivalent with binary image for
further processing,
4. Eroding or Dilating:
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Figure 12: FirstErosion
Erosion process is applied to the black and white image to distinguish the glove.
Figure 13: Second Erosion
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Figure 14: Third ErosiOfi
5. Define the region of interest:
The region of interest is defined as the largest white region on the eroded image. Using
're^onpfops' function, the position of the extracted object (color ofthe glove) is mark
with ared star. This uses the centroid ofthe object left (assuming all unneeded features
are omitted).
Figure 13: Marked object representing the glove position
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6. Plot and trace:
Figure 15:Markeron a white background
Themarker is takefi out fromthe image arid plottedon a white





from the background and use it to produce adrawing application. It provides masstve of
cxperiettce and knowledge hi image processing.
.here areference image is kept and then compared with captured image, the outcome
will he apeak which wpNttHtt the locatioiiofthe ohjeet to the image.
Ifi^^«u^h<«^*^
he used for tracking. However, ample amount of light is needed for capturing images to
distiiiguMtie color of interest
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G = capture(:,:,2) ;
B = capture(:,:,3);
«wak- { (R<5) & (17<S<144) & <68<B<248));





























c^nt = [stats_cent{D-Centtoid] ;•
imshow(I)
hold on; plot (cent(1),cent(2),'r*')
% line, length 10, angle 45
% 11-by-H square
2o






G = capture(:,:, 3) ;
13 ~ im2bw(G,0.7) ;-
sel = strel('lineM0,45) %line, length 10, angle
45 degrees
se2 = strelC square', 11) %11-by-H Sq«re
14 = imerode{l3, sel) ;•
15 = imerode(l4,se2) ;
[L,num] *= bwlabel(I5);
stats^cent = regionprops(L,'centroid');






hold on; plot(cent(1),cent(2),' r*')
hold off;
title{'Marker*);
end
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